
 EPC MINUTES 
 September 25, 2007 
 
 
Present: Stauffer (convener), Brady, Girdler, Henning, Lewis 
(minuter), Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank 
 
Minutes from the final meeting of Spring quarter were set aside 
for future action. 
 
Election 
 Committee elected Alyce chair (nem. con.). 
 
Discussion of DITF & EPC 
 Elizabeth provided a brief overview of her understanding (as 
a DITF member) of how DITF might see its relationship with EPC and 
other faculty committees in the future, suggesting that it will 
probably seek to augment itself with representatives from select 
committees (EPC, Experiential Ed, etc.).  She also made clear that 
she has absented herself from future DITF responsibilities. 
 Committee discussed taking direction from FEC, rather than 
DITF, on its role in considerations of DITF’s curricular and 
calendar proposals.  Committee agreed that Alyce (as chair) should 
ask FEC either to invite one or more EPC members to an early FEC 
meeting or prepare a charge regarding EPC’s powers and duties on 
this matter (with the former being the preferred course). 
 
Discussion of New Courses 
 Committee approved ENGL 2XX (Screenwriting) as a one-time 
course, with Alyce to ask the ENGL chair to clean up the pre-
requisites and to confer with the instructor about the pace of the 
course (quarter vs. semester) and some of the language of the 
syllabus (which did not always seem written for our students). 
 Committee began a preliminary discussion of ANSO 2XX (Women 
and International Development) and ANSO 3XX (Anthropology and 
Human Rights).  Questions were raised about the pre-requisites 
(none for 2XX and just one for 3XX), about the Cultures 
requirement (which category for each course), and about the 
absence of papers (is that common for upper level ANSO courses?). 
Both were put on hold until our next meeting. 
 Committee began a preliminary discussion of ENGL 1XX 
(American Media and Visual Culture).  Alyce will ask the ENGL 
chair to clarify the AOS requirement (Lit?, certainly not CE or 
History), to urge the instructor to contact the AMST director 
about including it on the AMST course list, and to confer with the 
instructor about some of the language of the syllabus (as above). 
A final decision was put on hold until our next meeting. 
 
 The discussion of the two ENGL courses raised two other 
issues that received some attention.  The first concerned the 
assignment of “AOS (Lit)” credit.  Who makes that decision?  Is it 
EPC? or the chairs of the relevant departments? or was it a 
responsibility of division chairs?  Are there clear rules about 
when film classes do/do not carry “AOS (Lit)” credit?  Who set 



those rules and on what grounds?  Who enforces them?  Should there 
be a meeting of the relevant departments (with or preferably [JEL] 
without EPC involvement) to discuss these rules?  The second issue 
concerns what has been dropped from the normal offerings to teach 
these two classes.  The course proposal forms suggest that neither 
is a replacement for an existing class.  But EPC’s understanding 
is that the instructor has filled a pre-existing position in an 
interim capacity, so there should be classes that were offered by 
the previous holder that are being eliminated or put on hold. 
 
 In the course of these discussions, Stephanie also raised the 
question of whether all one-time courses do or could have a common 
set of numbers (after the initial digit) to flag for students and 
advisors their inherently ephemeral natures.  Some discussion 
ensued, but the committee left it to Stephanie to explore this 
issue with department chairs directly. 
 
For next week: 

1) review last year’s final minutes, particularly with an eye 
to issues that we carried over to this year; 

2) be prepared to return to ENGL 1XX and the two ANSO courses 
and to discuss HIST 2XX (Science and Enlightenment) and 
any other new course proposals that arrive in a timely 
fashion; 

3) read 16-page DITF document (required for Week 1 faculty 
meeting) and be prepared for some discussion. 

 



 EPC MINUTES 
 October 2, 2007 
 
 
Present: Brady, Girdler, Henning, Lewis (minuter), Manwell, 
Nordmoe, Rank, Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
Minutes from last week were approved, as were those from 22 May 
2007 (as amended). 
 
DITF 
 Committee choose Alyce and James as EPC representatives to 
DITF-R. 
 
Discussion of New Courses 
 Committee approved ANSO 2XX (Women and International 
Development) and ANSO 3XX (Anthropology and Human Rights) with Bob 
to contact IAS and WMST directors regarding ANSO 2XX. 
 Committee approved HIST 2XX (Science and Enlightenment) with 
James to contact HIST chair regarding Cultures credit. 
 Committee approved ENGL 1XX (American Media and Visual 
Culture) with Alyce to contact the ENGL chair regarding Cultures 
credit and to ask him to contact AMST director. 
 Committee discussed the value of impressing upon chairs the 
necessity of getting supporting letters from chairs and program 
directors who might be impacted by new courses. 
 
Possible Agenda Items 
 James triggered an unexpectedly long and rich discussion by 
proposing that we address concerns about how long it takes to get 
courses on the web schedule—a topic that had previously been 
discussed by John Wickstrom (as HIST chair) and Alyce (as interim 
registrar) over the summer.  Possibilities that were discussed 
included: 
 having the Registrar include XX classes on the schedule 
(which Stephanie considered problematic); 
 changing the approval process (Alyce suggested waiving the 
requirement of a syllabus for one-time classes); 
 creating Special Topics classes (which some departments 
already have) to transfer the responsibility for one-time 
offerings to department chairs (which some worry might cede too 
much of EPC’s authority); and 
 having one-time courses approved by the Provost in 
consultation with department chairs (which Stephanie suggested on 
the grounds that, with adjunct faculty, course offerings were 
often determined as part of the hiring process). 
 But no final decision was reached or contemplated.  
 
 Elizabeth would like to see EPC discuss a number of Study 
Abroad issues, some of which were raised at the last meeting of 
last year, including: crediting of study abroad courses and the 
planned introduction of very short term SA programs.  Alyce will 
contact FEC and/or Kathy Smith to find out where this issue 
stands. 



 
 Bob would like to see ongoing EPC attention to DITF issues, 
including but not limited to reports from the EPC reps on DITF-R 
to the committee. 
 
 Eric suggested that the committee should revisit and refine 
the position proposal process. 
 
 James recalled that, in earlier years, EPC had a “new course 
subcommittee” made up of everyone except the chair, the provost or 
assoc. provost, the registrar, and the student members that vetted 
courses in advance via email.  Reinstituting such a process would 
free up more committee time for substantive issues. 
 
For next week: 

1) be prepared to discuss any new course proposals that 
arrive in a timely fashion; 

2) read 16-page DITF document and be prepared for some 
discussion, hopefully before first DITF-R meeting. 

 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
October 9, 2007 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 
 

Present: A. Brady, Girdler, Henning, J. Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Potts, Stauffer 

1. Minutes from 2 October 2007 were approved. 

2. The committee deliberated whether to add to the agenda for the Fall Quarter discussion drafting a 
proposal to eliminate comprehensive examinations as a College graduation requirement. Among the 
points we covered were:  Should EPC take up this issue now, in light of the Distinctiveness Initiative 
Task Force (DITF) discussions and the curricular changes that might entail?  Would dropping comps 
sooner rather than later have the immediate benefits of relieving undue burden on some faculty, 
potentially increased retention of students, moving forward on recommendations of the Senior Year 
Committee Report (and the low NSSE scores addressed therein)?  Comps could be retained by some 
departments for the purposes of assessment, determination of Honors, or as a required component of 
the major curriculum.  If comps were abolished, they would no longer show up on student transcripts.  
The consensus of the Committee was that this issue was a timely one, and that we should proceed 
outside of the DITF framework.  Rationale for proceeding includes that fact that the summary 
document for the DITF proposal did not mention comprehensive exams as part of the Senior Capstone 
experience. This was consistent with Elizabeth’s report that elimination of Comps was more or less 
assumed during DITF deliberations over the summer.  A subcommittee of Elizabeth and Binney will 
draft a proposal, to be placed on the agenda for the full committee’s deliberations at at future meeting. 

3.  James and Alyce, the two EPC representatives to the revised DITF, reported impressions from the 
first meeting (which was Monday 8 October).  Each was briefed by Bob Batsell prior to the actual DITF 
meeting, to discuss their “perceived” roles in the process.  Both James and Alyce spoke of a mixed 
message: there was an overall message that this proposal is still “up in the air” and open to discussion, 
but in the meeting itself specific issues that were brought forth were rebuffed with the generalized reply 
of “we’ve gone over this already”.  James’ and Alyce’s impression was that the continuing DITF 
members were clearly concerned about the forthcoming presentation to the Academic Affairs 
Committee of the Board.   

Alyce reported feedback from the “branding group” (Arts & Sciences) to the effect that there were no 
“red flags” in the DITF proposal, but they haven’t “tested” it.  That full process (with “answers” or 
“results”) will not be complete for a year, which the Committee found problematic, given that the final 
proposal is scheduled to be put before the Board of Trustees in March of 2008. 

Bob Stauffer offered the observation that, while it is good to have a “model on the table” before 
beginning discussions of curriculum, there are two dangers to this approach, when it comes time for 
commentary and revision: one, “we’ve already talked about this,” and two, “if X is changed, the whole 
plan will unravel.”  James and Alyce reported instances of these types of responses from continuning 
DITF members, and after discussion, the EPC decided that we should feel free and open to discuss all 
aspects of the DITF proposal, because we are the standing committee of the faculty that is charged with 
overseeing the curriculum. 

Alyce reported that the DITF proposal elements will be discussed in the two remaining regular faculty 
meetings and an additional Special Faculty Meeting 8th week, as follows: 6th week: Discussion of the 



Interdisciplinary Minor, 8th week: Calendar & its many ramifications; 10th week: So/Jr/Sr Seminars.  
Departments should have talked about how the elements of the DITF proposal impact the majors; how 
can depts contribute to seminars, etc.  Elizabeth suggested that Alyce and James ask DITF to specifically 
request departments chairs to discuss these matters prior to the meetings. 

4. The Committee broadly agreed that we need direction from the Faculty Executive Committee: Is 
EPC the body that has to put the curricular changes that will result from DITF to the faculty?  How did 
this process of change work during the last calendar change? The Committee discussed ways to interface 
with FEC; Alyce will consult with Jennifer Redmann and get back to us. 

Meeting was adjourned at 5:20 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Binney Girdler 



Faculty Executive Committee Minutes for October 16, 2007 
 
Joint Meeting with the Educational Policies Committee 
 
The meeting convened at 4:05 PM. 
 
FEC Committee Members present: Jennifer Redmann, Tom Smith, Jen Einspahr, Charlene Boyer 
Lewis, Rob Passage, and Siu-Lan Tan. 
 
EPC Committee Members: Alyce Brady, Stephanie Henning, Binney Girdler, James Lewis, 
Elizabeth Manwell, Eric Nordmoe, Robin Rank, Bob Stauffer, Jan Tobochnik, and Student Reps. 
Jaideep Karamchandani and Amber Whittington. 
 

1. Discussion of the Board of Trustees’ Response to the DITF report.  Jennifer Redmann 
reported that the Board was enthusiastic about the plan, especially the “integrative 
elements” of it and the possibility of a return of Career Development.  She also noted that 
there were questions about the breadth of the plan, the liberal arts focus, the complexity 
of the plan, the calendar, and other concerns similar to those that some faculty have 
raised.  The Board was reminded that the faculty is still in the process of discussing this 
plan and there may be changes.  

 
2. Report from Jennifer Redmann about the DITF-R meeting on October 15.   A Center for 

Experiential Education has been proposed.  Discussion of this idea ensued, focusing on 
the scale of the center, the need for it to fit our curricular demands (instead of adding 
more), and the need for a charge to the Experiential Education Committee to investigate 
the possibility of such a center. 

 
3. Discussion of the relationship between DITF-R and EPC.  It was decided that EPC will 

serve as a “feasibility group,” acting as a “clearinghouse for faculty concerns and issues” 
and playing “a central role” in the discussion and planning processes.  EPC should be 
responsible for “testing” the DITF proposal among faculty.  EPC could make sure that 
the “bigger picture” is being examined as well as the key issues/concerns for individual 
departments.  In its role as the committee that examines educational policies, EPC will 
likely be the committee where revisions to the plan would be presented and discussed.  
EPC will also be the place to discuss “implementation implications.”  EPC will be 
involved in bringing curricular proposals to the floor of the faculty for final voting in 
March 2008.  Suggestions were then made as to how EPC could bring the DITF proposal 
before the faculty and gather input.  It was also decided that FEC will draft a formal 
charge to EPC, defining its role in this curricular review process and its relationship with 
DITF-R.   

 
The meeting adjourned at 5:20 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Charlene Boyer Lewis 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
October 23, 2007 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 

Present: A. Brady, Girdler, Henning, J. Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Potts, Stauffer 

1. Several one-time only courses that had already been approved were considered for additional 
requirements:  

 ANSO 2xx Women and International Development : Comparative Culture 

 ANSO 3xx Anthropology and Human Rights : Comparative Culture 

 HIST 2xx Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment : European Culture 

 ENGL 1xx American Media and Visual Culture : U.S. Culture + American Studies 
Concentration 

2. A permanent course offering was approved: 

 HIST/RELG 267 Women and Judaism : will count for both departments’ Major and Minor;  
AOS for HIST or PHIL/RELG; Comparative Culture; Director of Womens’ Studies will be 
contacted to see about counting toward that concentration. 

3.  Three courses were submitted for EPC approval. 

(a) A one time course, RELG 2xx Introduction to Peacemaking, was approved after some discussion of 
why it was being offered through the Religion Department. The Committee decided that since it was a 
one-time offering, and had the support of the Chair of the Religion Department, we would approve it, 
and if it were submitted as a permanent offering in the future, we would resume that discussion. This 
course will satisfy the Religion Major and Minor, as well as PHIL/RELG AOS. 

(b) Committee approved the one-time course offering, ANSO 2xx How to Change the World, satisfying 
ANSO Major and Minor as well as ENVS concentration (HDSR approval is not yet gained). 

(c) We discussed the proposal for CHIN 1xx Introduction to Chinese Language and Culture, which 
would count towards the Chinese Minor, and EAS Major (the proposal mentioned the China Track, but 
one committee member pointed out that the China Track is intended for Language courses only).  
Several other questions and issues arose: has this course been discussed with History, in particular Guoqi 
Xu; the proposal indicated the course would count towards the IAS Major, but the Committee has 
recently been notified that IAS Program will not accept one-time course offerings; several members 
wanted a different title for the course (this is not a language course); several other members took issue 
with the fact that, according to the proposed syllabus, over 50% of the contact hours would be devoted 
to viewing films.  We discussed a previously offered film-based course in Chinese in which the students 
viewed the films outside of class, and wondered why this course was not considered to be a replacement 
for that one.  The consensus was that we could not approve the course as it stands. 

4. The Committee approved the minutes from 9 October 2007. 

5. A brief discussion about the course approval process ended with the consensus that permanent course 
offerings need to come before the EPC sooner than has been our collective habit, in order to get posted 
on the schedule.  We cannot accept proposals submitted the week before the 6th week faculty meeting 
and expect these courses to receive the consideration they are due.  Mention was made of peer 



institutions requiring that a course be listed in the printed catalog of the college before students could 
enroll. 

6. Discussion of how to move forward with the Distinctiveness Task Force business. 

James reported that in a 55 minute History Department meeting on the topic of the DITF proposal, 
those faculty did not get beyond the first general question of “What do you think of the proposal in 
general” , and it was not just “spleen venting.”  On the subject of framing the discussion to get the most 
accurate feedback possible from the faculty, several suggestions were put forward: 

a) Perhaps individual departments should undertake a planning exercise, to gauge the impact of the 
proposed changes on their majors. 

b) EPC should come up with very specific and strict guidelines to the discussions, e.g., What would 
an interdisciplinary minor look like? What would a seminar need to include?  Would every 
faculty be required to teach a seminar, or should some departments do more (languages) and 
some less (biology)?  DITF left the content of seminars open, similar to the FYS model 

c) Member asked if the Class Deans were being contacted about the seminars. 

The Committee agreed that we need to get beyond the philosophical barriers to the proposed changes, 
to begin to assess the strengths of the proposal, as the faculty sees it, and also what they are concerned 
about, e.g., can the IIM meet the previous goals of our existing General Education Requirements?   

We then turned away from WHAT questions we should be asking, to TO WHOM?  Possibilities 
included divisional meetings (but these would be too large and too logistically complicated to assemble), 
by rank, at least breaking out untenured faculty; by department.  As the meeting adjourned, we were 
leaning towards department groups, and agreed to keep discussing via email, since this work must be 
completed during the fall term. 

 

Meeting was adjourned at 5:25 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Binney Girdler 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
October 30, 2007 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 
 

Present: Brady, Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Stauffer, Karamchandani, Whittington, 
Tobochnik 

1. Approval of minutes from 23 October 2007 was tabled. 

2. Discussion of questions to be used in departmental discussions of DITF proposal. Discussion 
focused on the following questions proposed by Bob Stauffer in an e-mail before the meeting: 

i. What in this plan would enhance the quality and the appeal of a K education?  

ii. What in this plan introduces constraints or involves trade-offs that might reduce the 
quality and the appeal of a K education?  

iii. What elements of the plan, if any, require further specification or clearer guidelines? 
If any, what would you like these to be? 

• Concern was raised about the lack of student involvement in the DITF proposal discussion 
process. 

• Outcomes: 

1. Use Bob’s questions without revision in the request for departments to meet: “(1) the 
impact of the DITF proposal on your majors program and your contribution to existing 
concentrations or other programs and (2) the degree to which and ways in which your 
department could contribute to the proposed core seminars and/or the interdisciplinary 
minors. One way to think about this, of course, is to consider the ways your department 
could contribute to the seminars and/or minors without compromising the quality of 
your majors program.” 

2. EPC will oversee meetings with departments (or combinations of departments) 
departments: Faculty not associated with departments will be asked to attend an 
“orphans” meeting. Faculty in administrative roles may meet with associated 
departments. At least one EPC and one DITF person should attend each department 
meeting. The EPC rep will be the primary recorder. 

3. EPC discussion of DITF issues:  

• Alyce introduced key issues from the Faculty Meeting summary of IIM (Integrated 
Interdisciplinary Minor) as starting point for discussion: 

o Breadth, student agency, depth in 2nd field, Integration, simplification, links to guilds. 

• The following rationale for the IIM were identified: 

o Breadth substitute (in view of elimination of the current general education 
requirements). 

o Intentionality, integration, interdisciplinarity 



o Distinctiveness 

• Points raised in the discussion of the IIM: 

o The IIM was added to the DITF proposal to address concern about lack of breadth in 
preliminary versions featuring the core seminar.  

o The introduction of the IIM would codify concentrations that had been opposed by the 
registrar’s office a few years ago for logistical reasons. 

o The extent to which the IIM would actually add breadth to the “achieved” curriculum is 
questionable. 

o Careful analysis of the details of the proposed curriculum including the IIM found it 
more restrictive with less freedom of choice than the current curriculum.  

o Concerns about achieved breadth without requirements may be unwarranted. At 
Grinnell, only a very small proportion of students did not take any science. 

o While there was support for the idea of having requirements simply to compel breadth 
given the value of the courses involved, concern was also expressed about the current 
system in which students currently focus on what fits in schedule rather than 
curricular/learning objectives. Restrictive IIM requirements in the DITF proposal could 
encourage the same sort of calculating approach to course selection. 

o IIM seeks to promote a set of intentional, integrated courses. Faculty group discussions 
at the faculty meeting indicated possible logistical problems with this. 

o An important problem with the DITF proposal is that its adoption would require the 
introduction of many new courses, but the faculty required would ostensibly come from 
gen ed courses that  would no longer be offered. To date, the required faculty needed 
(including science faculty currently teaching gen ed courses) do not see themselves 
teaching such courses. 

• Given substantial confusion about the precise nature and content of the core seminars, it was 
agreed that EPC should undertake a head-on discussion of the core seminars component of the 
proposal as soon as possible. 

 

 

Meeting was adjourned at 5:20 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Nordmoe 
 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
November 6, 2007 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 
 

Present: Brady, Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Stauffer, Karamchandani 

1. Approval of minutes. Minutes for the meetings of 10/23/07 and 10/30/07 were approved 
with a minor correction in the minutes for 10/30/07. 

2. Change of venue: EPC meetings for the remainder of Fall term will be held in OU312. 

3. Course approval form: All expressed strong endorsement of the new form. It was suggested 
that the grading item on the form be clarified or removed. Title will be moved to the top of the 
form and a request for endorsement from associated/affects departments will be made explicit. 
Stephanie will circulate a revised version of the form to be adopted for use as soon as possible. 

4. Course approval subcommittee: Stephanie has graciously offered to be subcommittee 
coordinator and has reserved the right to rescind this offer should the position be overly 
burdensome. All committee members except the chair and those serving on the Provost Search 
committee will be members of this subcommittee.  

5.  New Classics curriculum proposal: The Classical Studies member of the committee 
summarized the rationale for the proposal. The proposal emerged from an external review 
several years ago whose recommendations had not yet been implemented. Adoption of the 
proposed curriculum would bring the department in conformity with association guidelines and 
current best practices at peer schools and better prepare our students for graduate studies. The 
proposed curriculum also seeks to simplify and clarify requirements of the classics programs and 
to regularize course offerings and sequencing. In light of the German department’s experience, 
concern was expressed that this new curriculum might result in smaller courses by restricting the 
audience of the courses. The department representative clarified that the new courses are 
essentially re-labeled versions of existing courses and would appeal to the same audience. Under 
the new scheme, students would still be allowed to major in both religion and classics. The new 
department name will be “Classics.” Further consideration and recommendations regarding the 
proposal will be undertaken by the Course Approval subcommittee. 

6. AP/IB Wording.  The committee enthusiastically supported the registrar’s proposed revision 
of the catalog description of the College’s AP/IB crediting policy. The old description stated 
that 1 unit of AP/IB credit may count for QR or AOS credit while the new description states 
that 1 unit of AP/IB credit may count for AOS credit. This brings the AP/IB policy in line with 
the fairly recent change that allows students to use the same K course to count toward both QR 
and AOS. The committee recommended the proposal be brought to the faculty for approval at 
the next regular faculty meeting.  

7. DITF. Notes from faculty meeting will be consolidated and posted on a Moodle site. 

8. DITF Core Seminars. The committee undertook a focused discussion of the “core seminars” 
component of the DITF proposal. Below is a list of ideas, questions, and comments emerging 
from the discussion: 

• How are sophomore (pre) and junior (post) seminars different from each other? This 
distinction needs to be clarified. 



• DITF has recommended that many existing courses could easily be converted to 
seminar courses. If this were done, would these courses still be available to everyone or 
would they be restricted to, e.g., sophomores or juniors. 

• Has Jan Solberg been consulted about the pre- and post- seminars? She has previously 
commented publicly on her experience with the Cross-Cultural Understanding and 
Inter-Cultural Communication course, saying that the required reflection component is 
difficult for many students. EPC members are concerned it may be problematic to 
impose required reflection on all students in a post-study abroad core seminar. 

• Carol Anderson and Kiran Cunningham are carrying out courses similar to the pre- and 
post- core seminars. Their experiences would be valuable. 

• Anne Haeckl’s “Cool Cities” course might be a candidate for conversion into a pre-
study abroad course.  

• The pre- seminar seems better defined than the post- seminar. The post- seminar is 
problematic especially as students are preparing for the SIP after study abroad.  

• Some existing departmental seminars such as Amelia Katanski’s junior seminar in 
English appear more amenable to conversion into post- seminars than, say, major 
seminars in the sciences or history. It will be very difficult to get enough seminars to 
make the requirement feasible. 

• The things we would hope to do with seminars might require restricting the population 
size of the course by eliminating many in the possible audience. 

• There is a danger that the seminars will simply be repackaged versions of existing 
courses rather than a genuine commitment to the idea of a 4-seminar core. This would 
undermine the reasons for moving to a new curriculum. 

• Monmouth is implementing a 4-seminar curriculum with different themes for each year. 
Can we learn from their experience? 

• Regarding the senior “Problem Solving” course, what happens if the problem is not 
solved by the end of the term? The goal of the course is to learn the process rather than 
to actually solve the problem but realistic aims for the course would need to be clarified.  

• The senior seminar as it is currently formulated would encourage overly simplistic 
thinking and approaches to difficult problems just for the sake of declaring that a 
“solution” has been found by the end of the quarter. 

• EPC members continue to be concerned that the core seminars are being imposed on 
the curriculum for the sake of their “distinctiveness” rather than with true commitment 
to the philosophical approach of a core-seminar based curriculum.  

• To make the seminar course requirements feasible, valuable major and general education 
courses would need to be eliminated.  

• An alternative model was proposed for serious consideration: a First Year Seminar 
(required), Pre-study abroad seminar (required), Post-study abroad seminar (optional) 
and Pre-SIP seminar (required). 

Meeting was adjourned at 5:35 pm. 



Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Nordmoe 
 



Minutes—Educational Policies Committee 
13/XI/07 
 
Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Stauffer,  
   Tobochnik, Whittington  
 
(1) Meeting convened at 4:20 p.m. 
 
(2) Minutes of 6 November 2007 were approved.  Minuter Nordmoe was praised for the clarity of 
his prose and lifted up as a paragon of minuting.  Manwell was visibly nervous. 
 
(3) Discussion of the numbering scheme for independent studies ensued.  Henning has 
observed that our current system is, one might say, idiosyncratic.  In addition to 398 and 498, 
Henning proposes that we also add 198 and 298, where these numbers would correspond to 
the level of instruction and not to the student’s rank.  Tobochnik suggested that for independent 
studies that are off-term offerings of regularly offered courses (and not true independent 
studies), perhaps a course should merely be designated as 210i, or some such (“i” for 
“independent” not “imaginary”).  EPC approved the addition of the 298 designation.  Tobochnik 
and Henning will further discuss the “i” designation.  The addition of 198 caused some chatter, 
since under the old system this would permit first-year students to take an independent study (a 
practice now prohibited).  The committee agreed to revisit this issue after Henning has had a 
chance to draft a proposal for us to consider. 
 
(4) The Classics curriculum proposal was approved.  Manwell kissed the hands of all the other 
members.  Figuratively. 
 
(5) The Neuroscience concentration was approved. 
 
(6) Brady raised a number of issues related to SIP policy that seem to escape the faculty’s 
notice.  These include: 
 
 •Students are not allowed to take three courses during the SIP quarter. 
 •1st week of the term following is the deadline for the SIP. 
 •The SIP grade is due week 6. 
 
It was suggested that if faculty are unhappy with the SIP guidelines, they should change them.  
Otherwise, WE SHOULD SHAPE UP, PEOPLE!  Henning also mentioned that the registrar’s 
office is in the process of collecting data from all departments regarding SIP policy.  Given the 
heightened emotion that SIP conversation produced in us all (not to mention time constraints), 
discussion was tabled. 
 
(7) Orphans’ meetings for those who could not attend EPC/DITF-R conversations about the 
DITF proposal will be held Tuesday at 11:30 and Thursday at 4:00 during week 10. 
 
(8) Brady raised a concern about the 4th question in the EPC/DIFT-R script, which asks 
participants to imagine away logistical constraints.  One faculty member has suggested that the 
faculty need clarity about logistics and resources in order to make informed decisions. 
  
(9) Conversation turned to the December 5th DITF-R retreat and the process that DITF-R will 
employ to analyze the mountain of data.  Our trusty DITF-R members, Brady and Lewis, 
conveyed the following: 



 
 •5 Dec. meeting will include and work from a digestion of all the documents produced  
  this fall 
 •A subgroup comprising two EPC and two DITF-R members will meet to summarize  
  information garnered from the 6th, 8th and 10th week faculty meetings.  As yet, we  
  don’t know who will analyze notes from departmental meetings.  
 •EPC members may be invited to the morning session of the 5 Dec. meeting. 
 •DITF-R may meet 3 Jan. as well, since it will be difficult for all the data culled from the  
  faculty to be processed by 5 Dec. 
 
Several concerns and logistical issues were raised by EPC members: 
 
 •We have enough information—do we need the departmental commentary? 
 •It is important for everyone to have ample opportunities to articulate their opinions. 
 •It might be to our advantage for EPC to meet 12th week, as it were. 
 •EPC should formulate a report of its own.  This might be feasible if we meet week 12. 
 
(10) In our last moments we intended to discuss our approach to analyzing faculty feedback.  In 
a surprise move, however, we instead discussed items that we thought were not addressed—
but should have been—in the DITF proposal.  These included: 
 
 •no mention (and therefore the assumed loss) of the foundations, explorations and  
  connections framework, that many have found helpful. 
 •no specific way to address the inclusion of upperclasspeople in 100 and 200 level  
  courses. 
 
Members expressed a number of attendant concerns and possible solutions, such as 
suggesting cognates in each major, moving toward an open curriculum, and where to place the 
vertical piece (1st tier, 2nd tier, etc.) in teaching skills. 
 
(11) Meeting was adjourned at 5:25 or thereabouts. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
E. Manwell 



Minutes—Educational Policies Committee 
27/XI/07 
 
Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Potts, Rank,  
   Stauffer  
 
(1) Meeting convened at 11:30 a.m. 
 
(2) Minutes of 13 November 2007 were approved, with emendations.   
 
(3) The committee revisited the wording of the AP/IB policy, since the motion to approve the 
change was tabled at the Faculty Meeting of 26/XI/07.  There was much discussion and 
consternation about the best way to make the crediting of QR explicit in the new policy.  
Henning agreed to take a stab at it and circulate it for approval. 
 
(4) The committee reviewed the status of upcoming EPC/DITF-R meetings with departments.  
Though there was some talk of “squeez[ing] more out of” Stauffer, since he has attended more 
meetings than everyone else, the committee instead opted for mercy, and distributed 
themselves among the remaining PE, Econ, Languages, Theatre and two “foundlings” 
meetings, as well as the EPC/DITF-R subcommittee hoe-down to synthesize data on the 
calendar. 
 
(5) Lewis reminded the committee that he had recently sent out paperwork to apply for cultures 
credit for some pre-existing courses.  As he viewed members scrambling to find the documents, 
he graciously suggested that we address these proposals at our first meeting winter quarter.  
The committee beamed at him worshipfully. 
 
(6) Conversation then turned to the DITF work, including its current status, our own concerns as 
a body, and what our future work regarding the proposal might be. 
 
Lewis reported the highlights from the most recent DITF-R meeting, including: 
  •the 4-12-4-12 is passé; 10-5-5-10 is the new black 
 •no concrete plans exist as of yet for the 5 December retreat, though it seems   
  information will be processed 
 •DITF-R is currently operating under an assumption of 9 courses/year (for students, of  
  course!)  
 •Bridges are unlikely to be required 
 •The Brady-Sotherland survey will not be distributed 
 •DITF has affirmed a position to collect data fist, and not begin to tinker with the plan in  
  medias res 
 
The committee then discussed whether EPC has a role in this process.  Our chair cheered us 
by avowing that we are currently playing a valuable role, that members of DITF-R are supportive 
of our participation and that we have had an impact on the openness of meetings.  Not to 
mention, of course, our superior note-taking skills.  Thus, existential crisis was averted. 
 
The committee then turned to what kind of product it might produce.  The consensus was that 
our greatest contribution would take the form of offering feedback on the curricular aspects of 
the plan, setting aside questions of distinctiveness.  One member suggested that we might start 
by culling the information from our minutes that represents substantive committee concerns. 
 



A rather lengthy, and to this minuter exceptionally interesting, conversation arose regarding 
what principles ought to ground our curriculum.  Opinions expressed included: 
 •that the curriculum be outcome-driven 
 •an emphasis on good citizenship 
 •tiered expectations for various skills 
 •integration of the curriculum 
 •increased reflection 
 •simplification 
 
Concerns of the committee included EPC’s lack of an opportunity to assess fully the focus group 
information (from 2006-07), the breakneck speed of this process, the perception (and 
frustration) among some faculty that nothing will change (perhaps due to a perceived 
complacency on the part of EPC), the increased role of advising in any more open curriculum 
(even for the “hands-on bitchin’” advisors among us). 
 
In the end, the committee observed that internationalism, experiential education and good 
advising continue to be distinctive aspects of the college.   
 
Our homework before our next meeting includes thinking about what ought form the bedrock of 
a Kalamazoo College education (Three +/- 1 ideas or issues). 
 
And, yes, we will meet 11th week. 
 
(7) The meeting adjourned at 12:35 p.m. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
E. Manwell 



EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MINUTES 
1/8/08 

 
Present: Brady, Girdler, Henning, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank,    
              Schweitzer, Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
Minutes from our last meeting were taken by Potts but not circulated. We collectively 
agreed to “give Lanny grief” at our earliest opportunity. 
 
We briefly discussed the revised statement regarding independent study course policy 
and numbering and agreed that it was sound. This will not require faculty action but will 
be mentioned in our electronic report to the faculty. 
 
The details of a Secondary Education Partnership Memorandum of Understanding with 
the WMU College of Education concerning teacher certification were summarized by 
Tobochnik and discussed. This appeared to be an effective and efficient means of 
obtaining certification, in that K students will be able to obtain some required courses at 
the college and others at Western either while still at K or after graduation. In fact, it 
would be possible for our student to meet all requirements except for student teaching 
prior to graduation from K, although it is more likely that most students will elect to take 
several of the WMU courses subsequent to graduation.  We will sustain a half-time 
position in education, with that individual teaching two education courses and serving as 
the liaison with WMU.  Of the courses taken at WMU prior to graduation, some might be 
countable for majors credit at K, although with the possible exception of Adolescent 
Development, this is unlikely.  This agreement does not require EPC or general faculty 
approval but was simply presented to us for our information. 
 
We further briefly discussed a “Final Alert Report” form developed by the Academic 
Standards Committee. This will be a means for faculty to (voluntarily) communicate to 
that committee why students received a D+, D, D- or F in a given course. (Manwell was 
utterly delighted to learn that one could actually give a D-, “the Platonic Idea of the 
perfect grade!!”) Academic Standards will inform faculty of this new form in their 
electronic report, with the possibility of discussing it during the 6th week faculty meeting. 
 
Henning informed us of a “transcripting change” such that science lab grades 
subsequently will be reported as part of the overall grade for the respective science 
courses. This will be mentioned in our electronic report to the faculty. 
 
A more complicated matter concerned our current policy of not allowing AP credit to be 
applied to meeting more than one general education requirement, even though this 
prohibition is not the case for dual enrollment or other forms of pre-matriculation credit. 
(The situation where this commonly arises is an AP math credit which currently cannot 
meet both a math AOS and a QR requirement.)  We all seemed to agree that the current 
policy is faulty and should be eliminated, i.e. that we should start treating AP and Dual 
Enrollment or transfer credits equally, and to that end, we will take the following action 
item to the faculty: “Both the QR and AOS requirements may be met by an appropriate 



single AP, dual enrollment, or transfer credit.” Discussion then shifted more towards the 
question of how many AP or other pre-matriculation credits the college should accept. 
Reasons for any limits seem to be “financial” (the potential loss of tuition dollars if many 
students graduate “early”) and a belief that, if too many credits are met elsewhere, the 
meaning of a K education is eroded. On the other hand, there is some reason to think that 
if we are too stringent in limiting AP or similar pre-matriculation credits, students will 
choose to attend more lenient colleges. We tentatively agreed that six such credits might 
be a reasonable compromise, and we will ask both the Academic Standards Committee 
and the Admissions Office to consider this possibility.  
 
Finally, we revisited the question of one-time offerings and how these will be designated 
by the registrar. Her plan is to give these common numbers (at the appropriate level) and 
to precede the titles with “Special Topics:”  Those departments which currently have 
regular “special topics” course listings will be asked to rename these as “Topics in 
…:…..” 
 
With the clock approaching 5:30, we regrettably decided there was insufficient time for 
even a quick report on the latest DITF retreat and thus adjourned. 
 
 
 
 



EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MINUTES 
1/15/08 

 
Present:  Brady, Girdler, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer,  
               Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
The chair reported that Eric Staab felt that the question of limits on Advanced Placement 
or similar credits for matriculating students wasn’t really within his office’s purview. 
Rather, it should be up to Academic Standards or EPC.  Tobochnik noted that there are 
really three issues involved in this:  (1) impact on admissions; (2) relationship of 
accepting such units to the meaning of a K education; and (3) financial considerations of 
students graduating early. The third is ultimately something the President’s staff would 
weigh in on, but any policy proposal should come from the faculty.  There seemed to be 
consensus, although no poll was taken, that this should be an EPC matter. 
 
The question was raised as to whether Academic Standards is discussing the policy of 
overloads not being permitted during the SIP quarter. No one knew. Related, it was 
suggested that the college revisit the prohibition on overloading for first-year students. 
Some students feel strongly that the policy should be changed. 
 
The committee approved an exception to our policy of one-time only courses requiring 
approval as regular courses if offered more than twice. The exception applies to ANS0 
207, The Social Context of Sexual Behavior. Emily Lenning, a visiting instructor, has 
taught this course twice, and, given the demand, the department wants her to teach it one 
more time during the spring quarter.  
 
The committee devoted the remainder of its meeting to the revised DITF ideas. The chair 
summarized these for the sake of those who had not been at the most recent faculty 
meeting. Matters subsequently raised included: 
 

• Is it a good idea to count introductory level language courses towards a Global 
Studies minor or certificate? Such courses are not counted towards majors or 
minors. On the other hand, if such courses had substantial “cultural content,” that 
might warrant counting them. 

 
• Should domestic off-campus programs be included if we are talking about an 

International Studies certificate?  Such programs may promote intercultural 
understanding but that’s a somewhat different matter. One response was that we 
might have multiple forms of these new minors or certificates, depending on the 
type of off-campus program. 

 
• Conversation turned to the next steps. Faculty, of course, will discuss more 

formalized revisions on Monday of Week 4, but that leaves virtually no time for 
incorporating further feedback if the formal vote is Week 6. So what will that vote 
mean?  One response was that, since the revisions primarily call for a combination 
of simplification and integration, a positive vote mainly will be an endorsement of 



those goals. Others felt that endorsement would mean more than this; it would 
represent a commitment to move toward approval and implementation of the 
specific ideas in the revised proposals, or at least in the direction of those ideas. 
Assuming faculty endorsement, whatever that means, what then would happen? 
The trustees would see this as faculty “buy-in” and presumably provide their own 
endorsement and encourage these ideas to inform the forthcoming capital 
campaign. A proposal, rooted in these ideas, would be submitted to the Mellon 
Foundation, which has encouraged such a submission. Groups of faculty would 
begin to work on innovative seminar (or other) proposals, presumably supported 
by the Mellon grant that we anticipate receiving.  And any actual requirement 
changes would be taken up by EPC. 

 
Such dazzling clarity was achieved as the clock reached 5:30, and the meeting was 
adjourned.  
 

 
 
 



EPC Minutes, Tuesday January 22nd 2008 

 
 
EPC Minutes from Tuesday January  22nd 2008 
 
Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer, Stauffer. 
 
 
 
Minutes of January 15th 2008 were approved.   
 
EPC and Approval of Physical Education Activities 
Should EPC be approving PE activities, in a process similar to approving courses?  For example, 
an activity like Intermediate Ballroom Dancing?  Students can get PE credit for smoking 
cessation.  The focus on PE requirements is shifting away from PE activities towards Wellness.  
After discussion, the committee decided that EPC would need to approve only those PE activities 
(and other partial credit activities like Music Lessons) that carry one full academic credit.   
If an activity is less than one credit, then the Registrar will ask the Provost’s Office to approve 
the activity.   
 
 
Area of Study Decisions and AP Advanced Placement High School Courses  
Areas of Study began as areas designated by Academic Division.  Some exceptions were listed in 
the Academic Catalog.  Departments certified that a given course fit within the Area of Study for 
a department’s division.  However, with an interdisciplinary course, who should certify the Area 
of Study for the course?  The academic departments represented in the course subject material,  
or EPC? 
 
Who approves an Advanced Placement course when Kalamazoo College has no equivalent 
course?  Do departments approve Advanced Placement course acceptance, or does EPC need  
to approve that?   
 
What about AP courses counting toward Area of Study requirements?  Who approves this?  
What is the history of this procedure?  AP policies in the academic catalog describe requirements 
for majors, but not for AOS.  Do individual departments tell the Registrar whether an AP course 
can count toward and AOS?  Or should these cases come to EPC, which would approved them 
based on recommendations from academic departments?  Truly interdisciplinary courses would 
be complicated.  Some departments do not accept AP courses for fulfilling requirements for the 
major.   
 
The committee decided that EPC should be informed about the progress of these decisions.  
Academic departments should decide whether an AP course can count toward a major, but 
departments should not decide whether an AP course could count toward an AOS requirement.   
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EPC Minutes, Tuesday January 22nd 2008 

Course Proposals: Spanish 205; Religion & Science; and Chinese Culture 
 
Spanish 205:  Spanish 205 was approved as a permanent addition.   
 
Religion & Science: Religion & Science was approved as a one time offering.  EPC would like  
to see a clearer course description and whether the course fulfills requirements for either major. 
 
Chinese Culture:  EPC was not sure that this course is ready for approval.  The course was 
brought to the committee for approval fall quarter, 2007, at which time EPC asked for 
clarification on several points.  The syllabus has been revised, but concerns remain.  One concern 
is the amount of class time spent watching documentary films.  The revised syllabus indicates 
that less class time will be spent watching films, and more time in lecture and discussion, 
although EPC would like to see more detail on the content of lectures and discussions.  Another 
concern is the grading rubric for the course.  Allowing attendance to count for 25% of the course 
grade is a problem, and the 25% for Productivity is not explained.  Should the instructor meet 
with the Registrar and/or the department chair to address these concerns?  Alyce will send an 
email to the department chair expressing these concerns.  EPC did not approve the course on 
Chinese Culture, pending further information and clarification regarding these issues.   
 
Policies or Guidelines? 
Some issues that have come up recently:  First Year students are not allowed to overload.   
A minimum GPA is required for all overload requests. Students are not allowed to register for  
a SIP and three classes in the same quarter.  Spring SIP’s are not allowed.  Are these policies or 
guidelines?  Academic Standards Committee is looking at these.  A number of policies set limits 
on what students may do, but the reasoning behind the policies is not clear.  EPC will look at 
these in the future.   
 
DITF Distinctiveness Task Force Topics 
Brief conversations about breadth in the academic curriculum, and whether it should be required 
or not.  If the College adopts the DITF proposal and institutes a Sophomore Seminar Program, 
would those seminars be approved by EPC?  The First Year Seminars are not approved by EPC.  
EPC will talk about DITF further, after next week’s special faculty meeting on Monday January 
28th.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:30pm. 
 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Robin Rank 
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EPC Minutes, Tuesday January 29th 2008 

 
 
EPC Minutes from Tuesday January 29th 2008 
 
Present:  A. Brady (chair), Henning, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, 

Schweitzer, Stauffer, Tobochnik. 
 
 
 
Minutes of January 22nd 2008 were not approved, due to network outage.   
 
Course Proposals: Introduction to Chinese Culture & History; and  

Political Science: The American Jury Trial 
 
Introduction to Chinese Culture & History:  Concerns about the Introduction to Chinese Culture 
& History course have been addressed via email from the instructor.  Concern about the syllabus 
for the course spurred a discussion about providing a syllabus template for faculty to help them 
plan a course and follow course requirements.  Ideally, department chairs should be addressing 
syllabus issues before a course comes to EPC for approval.  EPC approved the course as a  
one-time course offering.   
 
Political Science: The American Jury Trial:  Again, concerns about this course were discussed 
via email.  The course requires a lot of reading in the first few days of the quarter.  Explanations 
from the instructor have reassured committee members that students will be able to complete the 
course work.  EPC approved the course as a one-time course offering.   
 
 
DITF Distinctiveness Initiative Task Force Topics 
Discussion of faculty response to the revised DITF proposal at the Special Faculty Discussion 
Meeting on Monday January 28th.  Some faculty seemed confused about the vote scheduled for 
the sixth week faculty meeting.  At that meeting, faculty will vote on whether to endorse the 
DITF proposed plan as a direction for the College.  What will be the next step?  Who will make 
the DITF proposal happen, if faculty vote to endorse it?  The DITF committee will go away,  
and the College will need a new group of people to move the initiative forward.   
 
There are two things to think about in making the DITF proposal happen: defining the undefined 
ideas, and developing a chronology of what will happen when.   
 
Regarding the Sophomore Seminars:  What will they look like?  How defined will they be; how 
open?  Who will teach all these Seminars?  Will there be funding to develop the seminars and 
learning outcomes for them?  What if the College does not have enough staff to teach them?   
Can students have the option of taking the Sophomore Seminar, or taking two cultures courses  
in place of the Sophomore Seminar?  The Cultures Requirement will still exist, but it will change 
under the new curriculum.   
 
Evaluation of Seminars:  Look at the First Year Seminars as a model.  But how are the First Year 
Seminars evaluated?  Through an informal process of approval by the Dean of the First Year 
Experience.  First Year Seminars are required for all students, yet the courses are not approved 
by EPC.  Should EPC approve every course proposal for a Sophomore Seminar?  Or follow the 
First Year Seminar procedure of a single designated person to approve seminars? 
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EPC Minutes, Tuesday January 29th 2008 

 
Student input indicated an unevenness in the First Year Seminars; the academic expectations 
vary among seminars, as do the skills of instructors in teaching writing and communication.  
Perhaps a proposal could be made to faculty that a designated group that includes the Dean of  
the First Year Experience evaluate the First Year Seminars each year.   
 
In the Sophomore Seminars, would students be able to choose which seminar they take?   
One complaint among students is that they don’t always get their first or second choice of  
First Year Seminar, and they are not able to switch to a different seminar.  Would only 
sophomores be able to take a Sophomore Seminar?  Or would other students be able to sign up 
for a particularly engaging seminar? 
 
Will the Senior Seminars that currently exist in the majors become the Senior Seminars?  Or will 
a new Senior Seminar program be developed, with different goals from the Senior Seminar in the 
major?  
 
What happens if the College changes the academic calendar?  A calendar change would affect 
how many courses students take per year, and their distribution requirements.  Also, a move from 
units to credits would make a difference in how courses add up. 
 
How will graduation requirements work during the transition?  Students must meet the 
graduation requirements of the college catalog in place when they matriculate.   
 
Another group or committee needs to be formed that will look at General Education 
requirements, and it needs to be a committee other than EPC.  This committee can use the 
extensive data and information that EPC collected during their investigation of General 
Education at the College.  EPC could be a part of the conversation and provide input on  
General Education, particularly where it relates to breadth and skills.   
 
Alyce will compose a message to faculty about next steps to take on the DITF proposal, if it  
is endorsed by the faculty.  EPC will send syllabi to faculty via email as examples of courses that 
could be modified as Sophomore Seminars.  Bob’s proposal on the Senior Seminar will also  
be sent out via email.    
 
How will student input on the DITF proposal and curriculum changes be gathered and 
considered?  Through surveys, representatives in residence halls, via Facebook?  Do we need  
a Forum for students to learn about the proposal and to collect their input? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:30pm. 
 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Robin Rank 
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EPC Minutes, Tuesday Feb 19th 2008 

 
 
EPC Minutes from Tuesday Feb 19th 2008 
 
Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Henning, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Schweitzer, Stauffer, 
Tobochnik. 
  
 
Minutes of the 22nd of January meeting were tabled. 
 
1.  Provost Tobochnik intiated discussion of the Jewish Studies position, which included the 
probable timeline of its conversion to tenure track. 
 
2.  Provost asked the committee for input on how to proceed with vacant lines. The standing 
policy is that a department must submit a new application for each newly vacated FTE based on 
the department’s current enrollment and curricular needs.  The committee agreed that a new 
policy that lets departments’ applications “stand” for multiple considerations would simplify the 
process for the Provost as well as departments. 
 
3.  We discussed the proposal from Economics & Business to redesign their majors program.  
We first established that the EPC does have purview over the overall design of majors, because it 
impacts the curriculum.  Issues that arose during discussion of the proposal include:  
 

• With ECON 105/106 being combined decrease seats available for general education? We concluded that it 
would be too difficult to predict. 

• Do we want to have a pure Business major at K College?  It would be desirable from an athletics recruiting 
standpoint, but perhaps more business majors are not what we want from a college standpoint.   Someone 
made reference to Albion’s program and the resulting student body there (more business oriented, implying 
less liberal arts focused). 

• How do the proposed changes address the students’ lack of competence that was noted in the proposal’s 
motivation section? 

• Given the current trend towards increasing the internationalization components of the College’s curriculum 
and students’ experiences, why drop the emphasis (at least in name) on “international business”? 

• We agreed to have the Chair of EPC ask the Economics & Business Department to assess the consequences 
to enrollment (in terms of declared majors as well as the applicant pool), in consultation with Admissions 
and Athletics. 

 
4.  Comprehensive exams:   given passage of support for DITF, which included dropping comps, 
EPC will submit a formal proposal to eliminate comps as a graduation requirement.  Elizabeth 
will update the one she and Binney worked on in the Fall. 
 
5.  Regarding Cultures courses taken during Study Abroad, we discussed language in the catalog 
that was too restrictive and confusing, having to do with listing and counting of geographic 
areas.  For example, Australia was not listed.  Stephanie suggested some more general language 
that will make it easier to categorize students properly now as well as include new programs 
without having to rewrite the catalog. The committee left it in her capable hands. 
 
(Manwell and Henning left the meeting at 5:15) 
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EPC Minutes, Tuesday Feb 19th 2008 

6.  Discussion of upcoming DITF meeting, to decide on ad hoc committees to define SO and SR 
seminars, variable credit, calendar issues, etc.  How should EPC be involved?  The majority of 
remaining members urged that committee to set up a new committee to distill and streamline the 
goals of seminars from original DITF document, to serve as a starting point for faculty to 
develop experimental seminars to be taught Fall 2008.  The so-called “distillation” committee 
might be composed of James Lewis, Alyce Brady, Katie McClean, Kathy Smith and Jennifer 
Redmann. 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:30pm. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Binney Girdler 
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Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee Meeting 
26 February 2008 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15. 
Present: Brady, Girdler, Henning, J. Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Stauffer, Schweitzer, 
Tobochnik 
 
1. Minutes from 22nd and 29th of January, and the 19th of February were approved. 
 
2. In response to a concern that came up via email discussions, Tobochnik confirmed that 
given current staffing outlook for the First Year Seminar program, moving forward on 
sophomore and senior seminars would not be problematic. 
 
3. We discussed the Quantitative Reasoning requirement in light of the recent vote of 
confidence in the DITF proposal.  Although DITF did not specifically talk about dropping 
QR, there has been interest in eliminating the QR requirement, given that it puts pressure on 
ANSO.  QR is still a skill requirement; should that be a part of majors requirements, like a 
required cognate?  Should there be such general cognates, skills that each major doesn’t 
cover (not just QR)?  It was countered that most skills are only meaningful in context, and 
that they should be more infused in the relevent curricula (NS, SS, etc.).  Some students 
would escape the requirement (but they escape lots of things).  There was a call for more 
faculty development to help us integrate such skills into existing curriculum.  The consensus 
of the group was that this issue was not urgent, and that it should not be folded into the 
discussion of Integrated Interdisciplinary Minors, because it might become divisive. 
 
4.  Regarding IIMs, the Committee developed a set of questions to guide the discussion for 
the following week:  What does “experimentation” mean in the context of IIMs?  How does 
one propose an IIM?  What does an IIM include? Are they student generated or faculty 
identified? Should we think about clusters of courses (fewer courses than a minor, but still 
thematically related)?  What is the difference between IIMs and current concentrations?  
Could faculty development funds be used to coordinate and/or integrate courses (where 
students have to take both)? 
 
The original DITF idea was that we would have majors and minors, the latter encompassing 
both disciplinary and interdisciplinary, and not have concentrations.  As such, would EPC 
have to identify what a IIM would include in order to pass through EPC and then to the 
faculty? At the very least, the Chair identified one change that would need to be approved by 
the Faculty:  currently, courses cannot count towards both a major and a minor.  This would 
have to be changed to accommodate the IIM. 
 
To sum up, we identified a few main questions to guide the group next week: 
 -- What should the IIMs look like (template vs student-derived)? 
 -- Should existing concentrations morph into IIMs?  If so, then the “rules” will need 
to fit existing concentrations, in order to include them all. 
 -- Should clusters be identified? 
 -- Do IIMs need to be approved, and if so, by whom? 
 



5.  Comprehensive exams.  The Committee will bring before the faculty a version of 
Manwell’s proposal from the Fall Quarter.  We discussed whether to query departments 
about their likely course of action should it pass (whether they would keep Comps as 
assessment tool, etc.)  It was decided that we could include such language about options in 
the motion, and we could skip the survey. The Chair will forward the motion to the 
Committee via email for approval before putting it on the 10th Week Faculty Meeting 
agenda. 
 
6.  Course proposals:  We discussed Patrik’s response to our queries about the Econ & 
Business proposal to reorganize the major.  We still lacked course proposals, but pending 
satisfactory status of those, we decided to use the Classics model of folding all the proposed 
changes into a single package and hopefully we can vote on it in the 10th Week meeting. 
 
7.  As the meeting drew to a close, we started to discuss the comments J. Lewis sent around 
to the group.  We briefly discussed the role of EPC in the forthcoming curricular changes, 
the general question of “what are we doing,” as well as the Provost’s role in implementation 
of proposed changes.  As “homework” we will reflect on this larger discussion. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:31pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Binney Girdler 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
March 11, 2008 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 

Present: Stauffer, Lewis, Karamchandani, Schweitzer, Girdler, Henning, Potts, Nordmoe, Manwell 

Excused: Brady and Rank 

1. Approval of minutes. Approval of the minutes of the 2/26/08 meeting was tabled. 

2. Summary of March 10, 2008 faculty meeting: The faculty decision to eliminate the 
comprehensive exams as a college-wide requirement for graduation and the approval of the 
changes to the economics department curriculum were reviewed for the student members of 
EPC. As follow up to this discussion, it was noted that the provost’s office and registrar will 
follow-up with departments to determine how each will respond to the change in the comps 
policy. In particular, departments will need to check their catalog copy to ensure that it 
accurately reflects requirements for majors under the new policy. 

3. Course approval discussions: Religion 

• The following changes to the religion curriculum were approved subject to 
clarification and/or attention to several points following: 

i. New courses: 

1. Buddhas and Buddhist Philosophies (2XX):  

2. Catholicism in the U.S. (3XX):  

3. Hindu Traditions in the Americas (3XX) 

4. Muhammad and the Quran (1XX) 

5. US Religious History I and II (1XX) 

6. Living Islams (2XX) 

ii. Dropped courses: 

1. Native American Religions (RELG 235) 

2. Religions of Asia (RELG 130) 

3. RELG 390 

4. RELG 105 

5. RELG 115 

6.  REGL 215 

iii. Revised course descriptions 

1. RELG 490. New description for the sake of accuracy to reflect the fact 
that juniors cannot take the course.  

2. RELG 262. Hinduism name change to Hinduism in South Asia to 
distinguish from Hindu Traditions in the Americas. 

• General concerns. Several members expressed concern regarding the procedural 
difficulties for EPC to provide significant input in large-scale curricular changes such 
as this. Specifically, it was time for EPC to revisit and clarify its role with respect to 
external reviews of departments and long-term curricular planning. This process 
would likely require working with Assessment and FEC. 

• Specific questions and concerns on which the Registrar will follow up 

i. Why have the Hindu and Catholicism courses been singled out for the 300-



level status? Is this unnecessarily excluding students that might otherwise be 
interested in and prepared for these courses? 

ii. The AOS status of the US Religious History I and II (1XX) courses should be 
clarified. The proposal seems unnecessarily restrictive. 

iii. Shouldn’t the Living Islams and The Buddha and Buddhist Philosophies 
courses not qualify for Cultures credit? 

4. Course approval discussions: Theatre. The African Drama one-time offering was 
unanimously approved. 

5. Course approval discussions: German. The German department recommended that 
History 247 be dropped as a requirement and instead be included as one of a set of classes 
that would satisfy a cognate requirement. While concern was expressed that the set of 
courses satisfying the cognate requirement is very broad, the recommendation was accepted. 
The cognate will not count as one of the 8 courses required for the major. 

6. Simplifying the course approval process. Tabled until “the return of the Brady.” 

7. Recap of seminar discussions: Stauffer affirmed concerns from the Faculty meeting 
that the question of how breadth will be treated under the new curriculum (DITF-R) needs 
to be addressed before the feasibility of specific Sophomore and Senior seminar courses can 
be determined. EPC will endeavor to address this question early in Spring Quarter. 

• Sophomore seminar: The notes from the seminar meetings as forwarded by Brady to 
the committee still require further clarification. Notes from J. Solberg and A. 
McDowell would be helpful to articulate the distinguishing marks of a sophomore 
seminar. 

• Senior seminar: The “minimal guidelines” as described in the attachment to the 
3/6/08 e-mail from Brady were reasonably clear and provide a useful starting for 
soliciting proposals. There was, however, concern regarding whether any/many 
faculty are considering developing one of these seminars. 

• IIM discussion: Girdler reviewed elements of the IIM discussion and will circulate 
her minutes from the discussion. She reported that the IIM meeting provided a 
starting point, but further discussions are needed to identify and develop IIMs. One 
important aspect going forward will be to establish mechanisms to improve cross-
disciplinary pollination so that faculty are better aware of others’ interests. Ideas 
such as Amazon.com-style listing of course cluster ideas on the registrar’s website 
and faculty “speed dating” were suggested at the IIM meeting. 

8. For the next meeting: EPC members were encouraged to prepare for the ensuing 
discussion of breadth by one or more of the following steps: reviewing key chapters of Bok’s 
book, re-reading the DITF reports, and reading the EPC report from a couple years ago 
reviewing general education practices. 

Meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Nordmoe 
 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
April 1, 2008 
 
Meeting convened at 4:15 pm 

Present: Stauffer, Lewis, Henning, Nordmoe, Manwell, Brady, Rank, Girdler, Tobochnik 

1. Approval of minutes. Minutes of the 2/26/08 meeting were approved. Minutes of the 
3/11/08 were approved subject to spelling corrections.  

2. Registrar issues: 

• In 2005, the Health Sciences senior seminar (HLSC 490) was changed to CR/NC but 
courses for major and cognates require a grade of C- or above. This appears to 
contradict our policy that courses counting toward the major cannot be taken 
CR/NC. Should the registrar’s office require that the course be changed to a letter 
grade course? Stephanie will follow up with regard to whether or not the course is 
required for the HLSC concentration. 

• Brady raised the question of whether the COMP 105 course title can be changed back 
to “Introduction to Computer Science.” Given the absence of fierce objections and 
hand-to-hand combat, the change will go through. [Minuter’s note: Further 
discussion of subtitling courses was avoided to spare bloodshed.] 

• Henning followed up on open questions regarding changes in the religion 
curriculum. All questions raised previously have now been addressed and the 
curricular changes proposed by Religion have been approved. 

3. Breadth. EPC needs to address the open question of breadth that has not yet been settled 
despite the recent endorsement by the faculty of the revised DITF proposal. Stauffer re-
emphasized that faculty may have difficulty determining whether they should consider 
teaching seminars without settling the breadth issue.  

• DITF-R members Brady and Lewis summarized DITF discussions of breadth. DITF 
had reached general agreement for a compromise proposal requiring 2 courses from 
each of 3 “divisions” plus 1 creative expression course. There was also general 
consensus that no more than 7 courses should be required. As part of the DITF 
discussion, there was some support for the idea of requiring QR within the major, 
either as part of the curriculum or as a required course.  

• A discussion of whether or not to keep QR as a requirement ensued. A concern was 
that despite our 3-tiered approach to teaching writing, we have generally been 
disappointed in the writing performance of students on SIPs. What, therefore, do we 
expect to accomplish with requiring just one QR course?  

• It was noted that in the absence of general education requirements, research 
suggests that the only courses that would not be taken by a significant number of 
students are CE and QR. Hence, a minimalist approach would be to simply require 
CE and QR without further explicit requirements. 

• Another suggested approach, the “amazon.com” approach, would be to encourage 
breadth by establishing and/or identifying clusters of “similar” courses. These 
clusters could be used to guide students selecting courses by presenting them with 
specific options related to courses they have previously taken and, presumably, 
enjoyed. 

• Even if we settle on a simple 2-2-2+1 compromise proposal (2 from each division 
plus Creative Expression), we still need formal rationale for this approach. 



• There was a proposal that we have a breadth discussion similar to the Seminar and 
IIM meetings where we could assess the extent to which there might be consensus 
around, say, 6 “essential” courses. Simply having such a discussion might be a useful 
endeavor. 

• It was observed that faculty are increasingly become specialized, even within their 
disciplines. We need to work against these “narrowing” tendencies of our faculty 
when thinking about breadth courses to offer.  

• What is the one course that every student should be sure to take while at K? Why is 
this course essential?  

• Next steps: The breadth discussion will continued next week. The Chair invited 
members to choose a general education model for which to write a one-page 
summary describing the model and providing rationale.  

Meeting was adjourned at 5:35pm 

Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Nordmoe 
 



EPC Minutes 08/IV/08 
 

Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Henning, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Schweitzer, 
 Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
I.  Minutes of 1 April 2008 were approved (no foolin’). 
 
II.  Our fearless leader suggested two items that EPC will need to tackle soon.   

A.  Questions about graduation requirements—specifically we need to think about what the  
 requirements will be regarding the Sophomore seminar/2 cultures courses issue. 
B. The Interdepartmental Major will need to be revised in light of the abolition of comps as a 
 college-wide requirement.  Brady suggested we delegate the revision of this major to the 
 class deans.  This suggestion was met with a collective shrug. 

  
      We successfully tabled this discussion and moved instead toward… 
 
III.  A Discussion of Breadth 
 
The committee engaged in a wide-ranging discussion about how we should think about breadth, its place 
in the general education curriculum and specifically to what extent we believe it necessary to mandate 
that students experience some breadth.  As the wise sage Stauffer observed early on, our context as a 
liberal arts institution demands that we encourage breadth, but this is not the same as requiring breadth.  
The committee thus made a number of judicious and insightful observations that might guide our 
recommendations: 
 
 •Internationalism is the one theme that kept recurring in the DITF proposal, and that should be  
  reflected in the requirements in some fashion. 
 •We want to avoid a curriculum that is exclusively focused on pre-professionalism; thus, some  
  breadth requirements are necessary. 
 •We might think of there being three philosophical approaches to this issue: (1) that we don’t care 
  what students take beyond a bare minimum, (2) that we don’t care what they take as long 
  as they don’t just study one subject, or (3) we do care what they take and believe that  
  they should leave with a particular body of knowledge. 
 •Regardless of one’s philosophical leaning, practicalities need to be considered. 
 •Faculty do change their minds.  Consequently, this is an important conversation to have with all  
  our peers. 
 
There was further conversation about the wisdom of moving forward quickly with a faculty-wide 
conversation about breadth.  Some expressed concern that a veritable pall has fallen on the faculty, a 
weariness with all meetings and discussions, given that even the promise of free beer did not generate 
any applause at the last faculty meeting.  The counter argument is that failure to move forward now risks 
losing what momentum we do have.  We could well return in the fall and be compelled to return to square 
one, which would be infinitely worse than grinning and bearing it.  There was no definitive resolution to 
this matter, except for the will of the committee to plug on and suggest some models of what breadth 
requirements might look like.  Proposed models included: 
 
 •Lewis’ areas of knowledge 
 •Tobochnik’s minimalistic approach 
 •Brady’s two selections from three broad divisions 
 •Girdler’s left brain/ right brain 
 •Manwell’s what students should know 
 
Our homework was to distill each model to a single page and bring them back next week for further 
discussion.  We will then consider our next step, perhaps a survey. 
 
We adjourned promptly at 5:30ish. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 



EPC Minutes 08/IV/08 
 

 
E. Manwell 



EPC Minutes 15/IV/08 (Tax Day!) 
 

Present:  A. Brady (chair), Girdler, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer, 
 Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
I.  Minutes of 8 April 2008 were approved, pending emendations. 
 
II.  Our discussion of breadth, including the five proposals, continued. 
 
The committee considered the question of breadth by pursuing two lines of inquiry, the philosophical and 
the logistical. 
 

A. Philosophical:  One question raised was how the issue of breadth fits in with the DITF 
proposals.  Namely, are sophomore/senior seminars going to offered next year?  If so, how do we 
want to credit those courses (e.g. would the sophomore seminar count for zero/one/two cultures 
courses?)?  Should we be facilitating the implementation of the seminars under the current 
system, and if so, how?  Furthermore, indications from the current applicants for summer funding 
indicate that there is little indication that current offerings will be dropped to make room for the 
seminar courses.  Thus, staffing still seems to be an issue for the seminars, a problem that some 
were concerned would be exacerbated if the seminars carried no designation under the current 
gen ed system during the interregnum.  Others observed that any modification and reduction in 
current gen ed requirements will open up some space, make enrollment in courses less 
competitive, and the situation—even with the added seminars—should be ameliorated.  It was 
agreed that this was a serious issue that needs to be tackled promptly. 

 
A second philosophical issue was the extent to which we should ask for faculty feedback.  How 
much discussion will the faculty want to have about breadth?  This issue was much more quickly 
resolved: faculty being faculty will want to discuss this till the cows come home.  We prepared 
ourselves to herd. 

 
B.  Logistical: Conversation on logistics fell into two general categories, how to solicit feedback 
and when to do it.  At length we determined: 

 
•FEC should be consulted and brought into this conversation anon. 
•The inimitable Eric Nordmoe will take all five proposals and standardize them. 
•The five proposals will then be made available (via hard copies, e-mail, Moodle site or  
 some combination) during 4th week. 
•Faculty and students (on separate sites) will have an opportunity to comment on the  
 proposals and engage in preliminary discussions.  Students will be able to see faculty  
 comments and vice versa.  Class deans might encourage student participation. 
•At the sixth week faculty meeting EPC would announce the survey (and perhaps  
 distribute hard copies for those who wish to fill it out then and there).  There may also be  
 time for silent reading. 
•An electronic survey would put up 6th week.  It will be simple, perhaps asking only for  
 faculty to rank in order of preference one of three philosophical positions toward breadth  
 (require as little as possible, require a little—fields, require a little—ways of knowing) and  
 to list which they could live with. 
•At a special faculty meeting Monday of seventh week EPC would announce the results  
 of the survey, and faculty could begin a conversation about models and philosophical  
 positions (perhaps in small groups). 

 
We thought we might want to return to some regular old EPC business next week. 
 
We adjourned promptly at 5:29. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
E. Manwell 



 EPC MINUTES 
 April 22, 2008 
 
 
Present: Brady, Henning, Karamchandani, Lewis (minuter), Manwell, 
Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer, Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
Minutes from last week were approved. 
 
Credit/No Credit Classes and Required Majors Classes 
 ISSUE: HLSC 490 is a CR/NC class, but also a required class 
for the Health Science concentration, even though the official 
policy is that students cannot use CR/NC classes to fulfill the 
requirements of a major. 
 After a long, at times confusing, but ultimately fruitful 
discussion, EPC decided that departments or programs can require 
pass/fail classes (in which CR/NC is the only grading option for 
all students), but that individual students cannot choose CR/NC 
for required classes in their majors, minors, or concentrations. 
 ACTION: Stephanie will update the catalog; EPC will inform 
faculty, but will not bring to a vote. 
 
Minimum Grade to Satisfy a Pre-requisite 
 ISSUE: Should there be a minimum grade (C-) to satisfy a pre-
requisite?  If so, could that rule apply to languages, where the 
rule has been that a student needs only to pass each level in 
order to continue to the next level? 
 At great length, EPC discussed the complications in and 
ramifications of this issue, including the fact that students 
don't know their grades when they register for the next quarter's 
classes, the reality that advisors really cannot dictate the 
courses for which students register, the limits to the Registrar's 
Office's ability to handle pre-requisites on a case-by-case basis, 
the impact of the language requirement, and the difference between 
requiring instructor approval and requiring the student to discuss 
the matter with the instructor. 
 ACTION: EPC will bring to the faculty a motion that: 
 In order to enroll in a course with a pre-requisite, a 
student must have either received a C- or better in the pre-
requisite or had a documented conversation about the class with 
the instructor. 
 
Partial Unit Courses 
 ISSUE: Partial unit classes (mostly science labs and music 
performance classes) are currently transcripted as zero units 
(though with a grade) until two, four, or five have been taken 
(depending on the type of class).  Should they be listed on the 
transcript individually at their decimal value (.2, .25, or .5 
units)?  The most significant impact would be that different types 
of partial unit courses (whether different musical activities or 
science labs and performance classes) could be combined into a 
single unit. 
 At great length, EPC discussed whether any decision on this 
issue needed to be made outside the context of the expected 



discussion of units to credits.  On the other hand, it seems that 
the new ERP will not be able to transcript partial unit classes as 
at present (without incurring great expense). 
 ACTION: EPC decided to bring to the faculty, as a temporary 
measure, a motion that: 
 Partial unit classes will be recorded on transcripts as they 
are taken and can be added together into one or more full units 
regardless of type (with the understanding that physical education 
activity units will continue to remain separate from academic 
units). 
 
Breadth 
 There was widespread praise for the prototypes of Eric's 
diagrams of the breadth component of the gen ed requirement. 
 ACTION: Eric will prepare diagrams for the remaining models; 
Alyce will set up a 7th Week meeting for the faculty; a single 
Moodle site will allow for comments by faculty and students to 
appear in a single place. 
 
LACs 
 Leeor raised a question about the seeming disappearance of 
LACs from the gen ed requirements and highlighted the importance 
of the LAC designation for student groups who schedule speakers 
and films (a point echoed by Bob and noted as one of the sources 
of the original LAC requirement). 
 
EEC memo 
 Due to the lateness of its appearance in our emailboxes, EPC 
postponed any consideration of the memo from EEC regarding the 
crediting of summer classes, Study Abroad, and internships. 
 ACTION: Committee to read this document prior to the next 
meeting. 
 
 



 EPC MINUTES 
 April 29, 2008 
 
 
Present: Brady, Henning, Girdler, Lewis (minuter), Manwell, 
Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer, Stauffer, Tobochnik 
 
Minutes from last week were approved. 
 
New Courses 
 renumbering of JAPN 301 to 401 noted 
 one-time repeat of one-time class (ENGL195) noted 
 dropping of pre-reqs from ENGL220, 222, & 230 noted 
 
For the Future 
 How might new seminars count toward current requirements? 
This issue needs to be decided fairly soon, even though it will 
probably only be applicable for a year or two. 
 
Joint Meeting w/EEC (Brockington, Elman) 
 ISSUE: EEC has proposed an amendment to the catalogue that 
would create a pilot program to allow students to earn credit for 
summer study at foreign institutions and domestic programs and on 
internships.  Because this proposal has clear educational policy 
implications, EEC asked to discuss it with EPC.  Alyce prepared an 
alternate proposal with somewhat different language and without a 
"pilot program" phase. 
 The augmented committee discussed both of these issues, with 
broad agreement on the general idea of allowing students to apply 
summer courses from non-U.S. institutions just as they would other 
transfer courses.  It was also quickly agreed that both the 
institution and the course need to be approved in advance--the 
former needs to be accredited (or CIP approved), the latter needs 
to be accepted by the relevant department.  The principal points 
of uncertainty or disagreement were: does the College accept 
additional liability when it approves courses at non-U.S. 
institutions? how much role does CIP need to have in approving 
summer study at non-U.S. institutions? is a pilot program 
necessary or could a new policy be implemented that would cover 
any interested student? and should internships be included as 
credit-earning (i.e., unit-earning) activities for the summer?  
There are some concerns that summer study abroad (we don't want to 
call it that, though it will count in our SA statistics) will 
replace longer term Study Abroad for some students.  That can be 
monitored more easily than it can be predicted. 
 ACTION: Joe will investigate the "risk management" issues.  
Alyce, Amy, and Joe will draft a motion to bring to the faculty at 
the 6th Week meeting based on this discussion. 
[inserted later] 
 "Students wishing credit for academic work completed over the 
summer must have the program and course(s)approved prior to their 
enrollment.  Kalamazoo College students may receive credit for 
courses taken 
 at an accredited U.S. college or university 



 on a program offered in the U.S. or abroad through an 
accredited U.S. college or university 
 from an appropriately accredited foreign institution 
For U.S. institutions, the Registrar will determine whether the 
college or university is accredited and appropriate, for foreign 
institutions and programs the CIP will make that determination, 
along with checking into risk management issues.  Departments will 
determine the appropriateness of courses. 
Students are limited to four transfer/overload credits during 
their time at the College." 
 
 ISSUE #2: In order to keep down costs, extended-term Study 
Abroad has been limited to language and IAS majors.  It is clear 
that some students are declaring these majors to get around this 
rule and then changing their majors as soon as they return from 
Study Abroad. 
 The augmented committee discussed this briefly and decided 
not to put anything before the faculty at the 6th Week meeting.  
The early inclination seemed to be to make it clearer to students 
and faculty that the principal issue is financial rather than 
pedagogical and to try to find some way to distribute extended- 
term SA more equitably.  That might include: requiring students 
to apply for it in advance; setting a higher bar of GPA and an 
additional application essay; and establishing a faculty 
committee to review extended-term SA applications. 
 
Meeting adjourned (to the great relief of the minuter).  



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
May 6, 2008 
 

Meeting convened at 11:45 am 

Present: Stauffer, Lewis, Schweitzer, Girdler, Henning, Nordmoe, Manwell, Rank, Brady  

1. Consternation. Furrowed brows and concerned looks on the faces of committee members 
told of dread regarding the possible fate of fearless leader. 

2. Approval of minutes. Notwithstanding concern about Brady, the committee approved 
the minutes of the 4/29/08 meeting. 

3. Vote on Requirement Regarding Prerequisites. At the 5/5/08 faculty meeting, the 
proposal to require a grade of C- or better or a documented conversation with the faculty 
member was withdrawn to due to problems with the language in the proposal. The registrar 
would like to pursue a new proposal. Brady is expected to provide a re-worked proposal to 
be presented to the faculty. 

4. Monday Meeting. Discussion regarding the upcoming 5/12/08 meeting to discuss the 

General Education Breadth models proposed by the committee generated the following to-
do list for Nordmoe: 

• Report on results from straw poll developed to gauge support and acceptability of 
each of the proposals  

• Provide handouts comprised of the model narrative write-ups  

• Produce four poster-size printouts of the five models to facilitate small group 

discussion  

{Brady arrives. An audible collective sigh of relief is heard.} Committee members felt that 
the anticipated outcomes of the 5/12/08 Breadth meeting were still unclear and that next 
steps would likely hinge on the direction of the discussion at the meeting. It was expected 
that a small group format for discussion might give the best opportunity for in depth 
consideration of the models. Time should be reserved at the end of the meeting to 

reconvene for a consideration of next steps. 

5. Online classes: Lewis asked about whether K does or could grant transfer credit for 
online courses. Henning replied that there is no basis for rejecting credit for such courses 
and that it would often be difficult or impossible to tell from a transcript whether a course 
was offered in a classroom or online. Lewis expressed concern that online courses might be 
at odds with the “K brand.” Others felt that the nature of online courses is substantially 

different from “correspondence courses” and should be given equal credit. In some cases, 
such courses might be more valuable than courses offered through traditional means.  

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 12:31pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Eric Nordmoe 



Minutes of the Educational Policies Committee  
May 13, 2008 
 
Meeting convened at 4:20 pm 

Present: Brady, Henning, Karamchandani, Lewis, Manwell, Nordmoe, Rank, Schweitzer, Stauffer 

1. Approval of minutes. The committee approved the minutes of the 5/13/08 meeting. 

2. Report on student survey. Schweitzer followed up on his email of survey results 
emphasizing that the survey was carried out using personal interviews and that many 
students may not have heard any more about models than their titles. Hence it may be 
difficult to interpret the student responses (see below from Schweitzer e-mail of 5/12/08). 

1.      One-course Explorations in each of 7 essential areas of knowledge.   15  
2.      Requirements in each of 6 skill/knowledge areas.      32  
3.      Two courses from three academic divisions plus Creative Expression   34  
4.      One course from each of two broad areas: left-brain and right-brain courses    8  
5.      No general education requirements     26  

3. Recap of Faculty General Education Breadth Meeting.: Committee members 
engaged in a free-flowing review of the 5/12/08 meeting with faculty to discuss the five 
breadth models that EPC proposed for discussion.  

• Discussion of Grinnell experience: There was interest in the Grinnell method of 
administering Gen Ed by having dept-directed gen ed requirements. Henning noted 
that schools with open curriculum are actively engaged in assessment and transcript 
analysis to ensure that students are achieving a broad education. Grinnell had active 
advising but there were exceptions. Implementation at K would be difficult because 
of the heavy advising load that would be required. 

• Need for more information: It was noted that several at the faculty meeting 
expressed the need for more information before supporting a particular model. On 
the other hand, there was also concern among committee members that now is no 
longer the time to delay proceeding as there will always be faculty entering or leaving 
the discussion that need more information. Further, the composition of EPC will be 
changing substantially next year so now may be the best time to settle on a 
recommend breadth model.  

• Who should determine the set of requirements? Opinions were expressed on both 
sides of this issue, i.e., that faculty were best qualified to establish a set of general 
education requirements or that students should be the primary  agents in planning 
their education. Regardless, it was observed that faculty should avoid adopting a 
“patronizing” stance toward students in establishing requirements. 

• Double-majors: Concern was expressed that a more open curriculum may encourage 
double majors. The value of double-majors and reasons why students choose to do 
double majors was discussed. 

• Move toward closure: Stauffer speculated that a new provost would want to see the 
committee settle on one model and rationalize that perspective. The remaining 
opportunistic members of the committee interpreted this as an offer to develop a 
model with accompanying rationale. Hence, they encouraged Stauffer to prepare a 
draft of Stauffer’s General Education Model for the 21st century with supporting 
rationale to leave as a legacy to the College upon his upcoming graduation from K. 



4. Residency Requirement: Henning informed the committee that Academic Standards 
has been talking about K's residency requirement, specifically with respect to the 
discrepancies in policies toward transfer credits (maximum of 4) and AP and dual 
enrollment (no limit). Academic standards has tabled this discussion in light of the looming 
possibility that K will convert from units to credits as part of the move to a new curriculum. 

Meeting adjourned at 5:35 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Nordmoe 
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